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Report from the WG8 Webex meeting on 2014-11-26, 14:00-14:40 UTC

Attendees: 
Franz Amtmann Austria
Reinhard Meindl Austria
Caroline DeConde France
Daniel Orsatti France
Pascal Roux France, TF 2 Convener
Yoshiaki Kaneko Japan
Chris Stanford U.K., TF3 Convener
Walt Bonneau U.S.A.
Ching ting huang U.S.A.
Michael Hegenbarth WG8 Convener
Andreas Lamm WG8 Secretary

15693-3/Amd.2: 

WG8 Convener reported on the status of the document. No comments during 
checking period that was started at the end of October.
Chris Stanford explained why a second version of the Disposition of Comments 
document has been distributed.
There are additional comments by the editor and he made a structural improvement 
by adding clause 9.5 and referencing this in clause 10.4.11

It was unanimously agreed that the updated new version will be distributed for a 2-
week checking period. After that, the final version plus die Disposition of Comments 
document will be sent to the SC17 Secretariat with the recommendation that the 
Amd.2 should go for FDIS ballot.

15693-3/Amd.3: 

WG8 Convener explained the situation concerning the Amd.3. The new text was sent 
out by the Project Editor end of October for a checking period. During this period an 
issue concerning the command extended_get_system_information was raised, so 
that the WG8 Convener had to analyse the situation and to find a way for a best 
compromise in order to avoid delays for the further procedure of the Amd.3. His 
conclusion and proposal to WG8 was to remove that command (the relevant clause 
and pointers to it) and to ask the TF3 to re-consider and develop further that 
command and integrate it into the Amd.4 

TF3 Convener agreed to that plan and will add that command onto the agenda of the 
TF3 meeting in early December 2014 in London. 

Caroline DeConde mentioned that the Austrian comments have been sent too late 
and should not been addressed. Michael explained that the comments are not 
discussed at the meeting, nor will be considered in the text of the Amd.3.

All delegates unanimously agreed to the proposed plan, that the text as of WG8 
N 2400 will be modified by the Project Editor by removing the 
extended_get_system_information issue. The updated new version will be distributed 
for a 2-week checking period. After that, the final version plus die Disposition of 



Comments document will be sent to the SC17 Secretariat with the recommendation 
that the Amd.3 should go for FDIS ballot. Further the removed command will be re-
discussed and further developed by TF3, already at its meeting in early December 
2014, and will be incorporated in the Amd.4. 

15693-3/Amd.4:

Chris Stanford reported on the current status of Amd.4. There hasn’t been a clean 
version available since the Winterthur meeting and a further meeting is needed to get 
a version that could be forwarded to WG8 for the decision to let SC17 start the CD 
ballot. 

Chris Stanford reminded the TF3 members to confirm their attendance for the 
upcoming TF3 meeting in London.

End of the meeting: Michael thanked the attendees for their cooperation and closed 
the meeting.
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